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Boyden Windows ... State Slipup? 
·by Gil Bliss 
The 2.5 million dollar renovation of 
Boyden Hall is going along as 
scheduled, but many - complaints 
have been raised recently 
concerning the new windows· 
adorning the walls of the building. A 
recent tour by loca! representative 
Peter Y. Flynn revealed a . few 
problems which have been 
investigated, but no mention has 
been made so far of the windows. 
The problem, basically, is that when 
. the building was originally built circa 
1928, it was styled in American 
Pre-Professional Traineeships 
at Career House 
an innovative, transitional, cooed, 
residential treatment/therapeutic 
education facility serving post· high 
school youth with learning and 
personal adjustment problems; 
Graduating college seniors, new 
college graduates and graduate 
students are invited to apply for the 
'1ive-in" Pre· professional Resident 
Advisor/Counselor Traineeships 
offered at the CAREER HOUSE 
Unit of The Devereaux Foundation 
in Suburban Philadephia. a group of 
International Association of 
Counseling Services as an 
Accredited Counseling Center. As 
part of the Earl D. Bond Branch of 
th e Devereux F ou nda tio n, 
CAREER HOUSE has received 
accreditation as a Psychiatric 
Facility for Children and 
Adolescents by the Joint 
Commission on Accreditation of 
Hospitals. The Devereux E.L. 
French Vocational Rehabilitation 
Center is ap·proved by the 
Commission on Accreditation of 
Rehabilitation Facilities. CAREER 
HOUSE operates. in collaboration 
with local colleges and career 
'training schools. It provides the 
residents with supportive living in a 
Georgian revival, meaning white 
columns, white trim. and white 
windows. It was, according to an Art 
Department source, an almost pure 
example of the genre. The windows 
presently taking their places on the 
front of Boyden are brown, a 
mixture of a metal brown exterior 
with wood on the inside, a quality 
window perhaps, but not in keeping 
with the architectural layout of the 
rest of the building. 
Rumor had abounded on campus 
that the right windows were 
ordered, and the wrong ones 
delivered and signed for,. but Ed 
Meany. BSC Director of Planning 
and Development stated that the 
windows were ordered and handled 
by the designer, without input from 
local authorities. The Art 
Department confirms this, stating 
that they were not consulted on any 
facet of the design, and if they were, . 
they would have kept the building 
true to its original·design. Mr. 
Meany pointed out that the 
simulated window pane inserts 
would be white and this hopefully 
would harken to the original, but the 
fact . is that the windows are still 
brown. 
The problem with the windows 
will remain, and this is the type of 
I Boyden ~lall ...... the way it was. 
administrative oversight one comes 
to expect with state projects, but 
one hopes that there will be no more 
surp$eS when the building opens 
to the Pu&Wc .l)ext spring. 
. (Cont. on p.7) 
S.G.A. Positions Open For. 
. multidisciplinary residential 
treatment and rehabilitiation 
c·enters. Devereux in PA is. 
approved by the APA for Pre· 
Doctoral Internships in Clinical and 
Counseling Psychology. CAPEER 
HOQS£... is approved by the ~·-'"··"·-I~niitr:ft~""~~~QGJ:tiQn,"-A.an,d. 
'. Sports Programs 
2nd Vic:e President 
.. A;$istant Treasur~r 
in Danger 0/ Cutbacks 
The Bridgel?Jater State· College . Bridgewater ~tate 'College van improvement, additional financial Athletic Fee Committee at its last travel has also increase·d support of part time coaches who meeting In October discussed the significantly due to increased gas are paid less .. than high school problem of insufficient funds to prices as all of us who drive know. coaches which is resulting in a lack conduct the existing men's . and Insurance costs for the program has of available personnel interested ~n women'~ intramural recreati0!l and more t'han doubled in cost. coaching· at Bridgewater ~tate athletic programs. The Athletic Fee Elimination and cutbacks of College. Under the present fiscal Committee is comprised· of 7 recreational trips and activities have constraints, students' needs and students, 7 faculty and is chaired by of necessity been made. interests will not be able to be met. President Rondileau. Due to The fee increase six years ago Without' an incliea~e, additional inflation and increasing costs or provided for expansion and cutbacks in the exi~ting programs runnin~ the programs, this development of the intramural and will be necessary., committee voted unanimously in recreation programs as well as the . Bridgewater St~te College support of the need for an increast addition of several sports and. the, soonsors 10 varsity sports for men in the Athletic Fee and to seek a continued development . of.all (football, 'soccer, tennis, basketball, student referendum in support of programs antl: the purchase 6f vans '. ice hockey. wrestling,swimming, the increase. The fee increase is for transportation. Over the past baseball, golf, and tracK),.~ and 9 needed to offset the increast in few years, budgetary limitations varsity sports for women· (field costs, whiCh, since ·1975, has have been placed on all programs hockey,· volleyball, tennis, resulted in a complete depletion of . funded by the athletic fee in order to basketball, swimming, gymnastics, resources 50· that the budget· last try to offer a welI~rounded program softball, lacrosse, anci·.track), and year ended in the red.··· • to meet the needs of the one coed team .... (cross country}. the decision by the Athletic Fee students.Such measures have been; Junior Varsity teams are sponsored Committee· was based on the student .. athletes must provide all in football; . men's and women's ,·following information. In 1975-76, fhiir'own practice uniforms and basketball, baseball, volleyball. athletic fees were received from receive no partial payment for shoes softball and lacrosse. In addition to 4,162 students, while in 1980·81 the as they did in· the past Those . za.thletic programs, the athletic fee at projected athletic fee budf1et wasof practicing in vacation periods must Bridgewa ter State CoiIege necessity based on· 3,600 students underwrite their own meal and living underwrites the cost of intramural for a loss of $22,480.00. Five years. expenses. The meal alJ~wante for sports' for men and. women, the ago the cost for travel w~s lI'ISY contests has been reduced synchronized swimming· and dance $14,278.00, while last year travel had from $4.00 for dinner to $2.00. clubs and the recreatiolJ program. escalated to $28,339.00. During the Athletes also must provide their A well. rOtlnded athletic intramural same period, the cost for offiCials own primary il1surance policy. We and recreation program is a part of has- risen from $6,820.00 to haVe been informed by our college life. $13,014.00... insurance company that the . On Wednesday, December 10th, Continued. development of the qdditional policy we cary will more from 9am· to 4pm in front of ttJe· women's athletic program to than double in cost. No athletic fee Bookstore, the Student Govern-provide equal opportunitiesfor both ~onies Will be . used for awards, ment Association will hold a non· men and women at Bridgewater awardiakcet&, or sports bar:tquets. binding referendum. "The Athletic STate College has of necessity A long. standing tradition becomes Fee Committee urges your support increased costs. Due to increased the victim of fiscal ctisis .• Several of a $10 per semester Me increase studentinterest and participation in teams and coaches have already beginning in September)981 so that various sports and the inclusion of been engaged in fund raising programs to meet s'fucl.znts'. need new sports· since 1975, has. also projects, but there are, at best, and interests can cO~'Lin:ue. Wt?: urge increased Qverallcosts. The cost of i "finger in the dike" efforts that you to vote." 
. uniforms has doubled and· cannot be expected to sustain a 
equipment expenses have more sound college sports program. than tripled since 1975 from Other factors related to a fee $4,611.00 to$15,798.00..: The cost of fucrease are the need for van 
Senator-at-Large 
Students ·from .any class may· run for th'ese positions. 
Pick up nomination papers Wednesday, January 14th at 
the S.G.A. o.ffice. Have them back to the S.G.A. by Wednesday, January 21st. Elections will be held on 
. Wednesday, January 28th. 
. CARD Urges End· 
to Registration 
. Washington, D.C. (CPS)--The. subverting indivioual ft:eedom by a Committee Against Registration ··peacetime draft· or draft 
·and the Draft (CAIlD) I;1rged registration." . 
,President-Elect Reagan recently to Lynn cited campaign speeches in 
abide by his campaign position and which Reagan said peacetime draft ~work for an end to President registration "destroys the very Carter's peacetime registration values that our society is committed program. to defending." CARD called upon Reagfcln to Asked if he had received ai1Y 
"fully implement your strong preliminary indicati'bns. from 
opposition to peacetime .7draft Reagan's staff on the matter, Lynn 
registration by having your sald "nothing has. happened yet, transition team negotiate an end to either: way." He adds he cannot Carter administrati~n'C.plans . to discount· the possibility that a 
register young men born in 1962 hardlinePentagqn could <:hal"lge the during the first week in January." president-elect's miJld. . ...... .. Since Reagan will not assume In its letter to Reagan, whij:h power until Jan. 20··twoweeks after CARD released during. a news the scheduled beginning of the conference, the anti~dr~ft· s.roup 
second phase of registration-·the said. failure. to .end tegis~ratiort "'will final authority will still . be in the cost the American taxpayers more hands of Jimmy Carter, CARD than $5 miUion,foUowedbyneedless 
chairperson, . Rev. Barry Lynn social trauma and law enforcement 
explained. problems." 
"Thus, Reagan must have his staff CARD, a coalition of 55 national 
either· convince Carter ,.to end religious, peace) civil rights, student, 
registration," he saYS, "or have the and women's organizations, also 
. president pb~tpotle·its implementa- announced the results of its tioountil Reagan takes over." "Registe~ Against the DRaft" 
. Lynn .says he is encouraged that campaign by producing over Reagan "has made it abundantly 100,000 anti-registration· letters and 
clear that he favors a str<mg defense postcards mailed .to the group over 
. to pre~erve our freedoms wit~out the past four months. 
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Editorials Pest Control Investigated 
I'm beginning to wonder if Santa Claus was present at the first 
Thanksgiving with the Pilgrims and In<:iians. Sitting around the cook fires 
munching wild turkey, having a hit on the old peace pipe, passin~ 
presents out to the papooses, all of those Thanksgiving traditions. Wait, 
IS that Santa getting out of his sleigh in front of Macys in New York? 
Wha~'s t~at rye's. doing, officially opening Christmas shopping? 
Is. It m~ Imagmatl<?n., or are all of the Christmas dCQrations going up 
ear~ler thIS year? Or IS It every year. Am Ijust getting attacks of paranoia? 
It Just seems all too calculated. You sit back all bloated from 
Thanksgiving (not necessarily the turkey) enjoying a football game when 
yo~ are assaulted with the sound of sleighbells and Santas elves hawking 
the~r latest North Pole creations. Merchants hellbent on reaping their 
h?!lday haz:v~st gleefully fill their display windows with homey Christmas 
vlsl~ns er:tlcmg us to get our shopping done early. It is a given fact that 
retaIl busmesses handle 22% of their yearly gross intake in the month of 
December alone, but must they constantly remind us of it? 
Of course, we go along with the whole affair, jumping at the chance to 
obtain early completion of our tedious holiday duties. Remember when 
ads would remind you how many shopping days there were until 
Christmas? They don't bother anymore, because with Sundays now 
available, they are all shopping days. We have been just as guilty in this 
matter, the stores would not stay open on Sundays jf there were no 
customers. They' used to start the Christmas advertising late 
Thanksgiving Day, but have advanced that practice to a few days before 
the day. A network television executive once stated Never 
underestimate the bad taste of the averageAmerican", and w~ seem to 
. constantly prove him right. Merry Thanksgiving, I gotta go, they're 
havmg a sale on Xmas cards downtown. 
GWB 
by Santa's Helper 
Jingle Bells and Deck the Halls, it's time for Christmas. If you're sitting 
in classes trying to decide what to buy those special someones, you've 
got lots of company. To lighten your gift-choosing burden, I have 
compiled a list of sensible, fun gifts to give. So, lean back, relax, and 
check those that appeal to you. 
How to find out your friends' sizes- There a-re lots of great ways to 
do this. As you hang up his/her coat next time, look. atthelabel..Be subtle 
about it. Or you can call his/her mother,father, roommate,etc. and ask. 
This is also a great way to find out what your loved one needs or wants. 
Infants- soft t0ys,either terry or rubber; cie:thes (a size too big 
because little kids grow fast!) 
T oddlers- clothes; push toys; dexterity games 
SchoolAge Children- game or reading books; games; clothes 
Jr. High Age- reading or puzzle books; stationary;jewelery; craft kits; 
games (electronic if you can afford it!) 
"High Schoolers-records or tapes; accessories for a car; books: games; 
jewelery; perfume/after shave; stationary , 
College Age or Singles·- books; stationary; jewelry; perfume/after 
shave; records/tapes . '" . 
Young Marrieds- simple things to furnish an apartment or neWl1ouse; 
fruit baskets; cheese boards; alcoholic beverages • 
Parents~ TV tables or anything needed for the house; family pictures; 
luggage; pay for dinner and a movie; replace something you borrowed 
and "forgot" to return ' . 
Grandparents- stationary (stamped please); framed pictur"3s of all the 
grandchildren; no nick-nacks 




Dear .t;:dit r,. 
Certain major events"in our tOgether" and blames them for 
lifetime cause us to.stop and reflect America's decline. When the 
upon "our· times. N, The· events of pre~sure is on and all is not well, it is 
Nov. 4, 1980 bear witnessto this easy to scapegoat. Mr. REagan has 
need for reflection. done well in' mobilizing Middle 
. We' do . not liv~ in. prosperous America. against the poor, the 
.~'mes, Inflation. an. d.rec. essiop hqve mentally ill, the retarded, and the heir economic blight on everyone. welfare recipients. But then again, iddle America, has bee'n jilted. Its they are the most vulnerable and the 
bubble.has been popped. The "silent rri 0 s tea S il y pre y e d uP 0 n . 
by Gill Bliss 
Last week some students came 
into the office with two covered 
coffee cups. Gazing at the contents, 
my eyes were greeted with the sight 
of two cockroaches cavorting 
merrily in the depths of said cups. 
'Where did these come from?" I 
asked. Much to my surprise, the 
answer was the Commuter 
Cafeteria kitchen. I began making 
iriquiries into the subject and was 
quickly made aware of the fact that 
cockroaches are an ongoing 
problem on this campus, and a 
problem that is not easily solved. 
Food service employees were 
more than happy to relate grisly 
anecdotes relating to the roaches, 
as the friendly bugs are an everyday 
fact of life for them. A long-time food 
service employee stated that 
roaches have been a problem as 
long as she has .been employed here. " 
but this year they seem worse than 
usual. 'When you move clean 
dishes in the morning they (roaches) 
scatter." Another employee related, 
"When the lights go on at 6am, the 
IM/REC 
News 
Two racketball clinics will be 
offered to all B.S.c. students, 
faculty, and staff during third 
quarter, one for Beginners and one 
for Advanced Beginners and 
InterlT).ediateplayets. 
These clinics will be held at the R 
and R Racketball Club, routes 14 
and 27 in Whitman.' Mass. THis is a 
12-court facility with locker rooms, 
sauna, steamroom,- ' Whirlpool-, 
weight room, restaurant; and 
lounge. (Rackets and balls may be 
rented here also). The cost is $25.00 
per per~0I1.J2r.:,~q.cb. 6-week clinic 
(checks made out to B.S.c. 
AThletic Fund). 
The Beginners' Clinic will be held 
from 2:30pm to 4:30pm on 
Tuesdays; 1/20, 1/27; 2/3 j 2/10, , 
2/17, and 2/24. It will cover basic 
fules,safety, conditioning, 
equipment, strokes, skill 
development, and strategy. The 
Advanced· Beginners' /Intermediate 
Clinic will be held from.2:30 to 
4:40pm on Thursdays: 1/22, 1/29, 
2/5, 2/12, 2/19, and 2/26. This clinic 
will cover advanced strokes, 
str.ategy, and skill development. It 
will be designed for the "B" and"C" 
rated player. These clinics will be 
conducted by' Ms. Cameron 
Lawrence, racketball pro. 
.. ' It is suggested that each 
participant arrange for his/her own 
transportation, however a car pool 
arrangement will be made for' those 
who need. a ride. All interested 
persons may sign' up with Candy 
Kendall, IM/REC Coordinator, 108 
Kelly Gymnasium, x·286. Be early. 
There is limited enrollment in each 
clinic. 
Upcoming Events 
Men's. Intramural Basketball 
begins January 26 at 7:30pm. There 
will be a mandatory team captain's 
meeting on Thursday, January 22 at 
'llam. (free hour) Team captain's or 
a team' representative must attend 
meeting to nand in their entry.forms. 
Anyone .interested in refer~ing 
should also attend the meeting. 
Entry forms are available in, the 
IM/REc letter rack in the main lobby 
of the Kelly gym. 
majority" has become verbal and Proponents of 2 1/2 see' these 
even angry.. They've become people as those responsible for 
passionately outraged that they can sucking the vitality out of America. 
no . longer afford two and three gas~ There is great fear in "our times. ~ 
guzzling Buicks. :Th~y' are furious Instead of reaching out to others we 
t9~ttheymustrefraih from their all- have withdrawn like the head of a 
too frequent .and frivolous errands turtle into. our shell. Farewell to 
to the local convenience . store. compassion and sensitivity' and 
Selfishness has become the rule and welcome the Moral. Majority, tax 
not the exception. Inflation has cuts and . discontinued services. 
made people turn inward and We're not trying to resolve our Smuggler's Nort ..... Ski Weekend 
unwilling to share. problems··we are reactingto them. Will take place the weekend of 
In,'keeping with the '~wealthy .We are noHrying to understand the January 30, 3i and February 1 
businesman. mentality" of the pr6blems of today but'. 'rather (Friday pm-Sunday pm) .. The cost 
Republican Party, Ronald Reagan looking to the'" America of ·wi)!. ??$~8.o6 which includ~s 
sees, societies unfortunates. "as Yesterd~y~:Per4aps itst()o eas~ 10, ttan~PQ~tat1on, . food and 2-day hf~ 
slothful bums "nd itsu.nemployed as look to anachronistic. Utopiasfot , . tlc!<ets, (no eqUIpment rental~ or ski 
bloodsucking. inakontents. And ~e the answers .. l'edia:~s~ ~e oughtto·,·,1.ess9hs)~' ~hat. bgtter barga~n .can 
reminds America that is ,s sick and ',look closer attl1e treridsarouiid.,:US',Y,c>uget . With, th~ cost of- thmgs , 
tired 6f SUpporting these lOlA! forms. b~~ore it's too]afi!:. . .:, ...... ,~}«:)~ay?Slgnups wIHbe on.Monday. 
of life with U.S. tax dollars. He" Respedfui!y.sul:>mitt¢d;Tuesday, and Wednesday, January' 
neatly clumps all t1ie"near~do~wells/l George Nickerson . 12, 13, and 14 across from the 
bookstore. 
cockroaches run away rrom me 
light." The problem is not confined 
to the Student Union by any means, 
the cafeterias at Tillinghast and 
Great Hill are affected, as wee as 
many non·food areas on campus. 
Student Union Director Dr. Rick 
Veno maintains that the union is 
very aware of the problem and have 
increased their efforts. to 'curb the 
growth of these offensive insects. 
Vena stated that in the past there 
was one· common campus 
extermin • cd that union staff 
was unable to ensure -that a 
thorough job was done because 
they were never sure when the 
exterminators were going to show 
up, and there was no insurance that 
they worked in all the areas 
n -e e d e <.1 • B e c a u $ e 0 f the 
unsatisfactory service from the 
former exterminator) the Student 
Union hired their own firm, in 
association. with the Food Service, 
and this firm has been coming 
weekly for the last four to five 
months, signing in each time at the 
Student Union Director's office. 
although the firm, Sanitary Pest 
Student 
Program 
Control Co., has yet to make great 
inroads with the problem, Vena 
hopes that diligent attention to the 
matter, attention that has been 
lacking in the past, will serve to 
control the situation. 
Leo Lemmieux, manager of the 
student union food service, when 
asked to comment on the subject, 
cited collegiate studies that showed 
the resistance and durability of the 
common cockroach, and assured 
that the food service was doing its 
utmost -to solve t~le situation. 
Between the food service and the 
Student Union, a monthly 
expenditure of $150.00 is applied to 
extermination. 
Whatever the future implications, 
cockroaches subsist in the campus 
buildings, and they are worse than 
ever according to the people 
involved. Let's hope that the 
situation is getting better with a new 
exterminator, as Dr. Veno states it 
will. We also hope that food service 




Dear E~ stimulatIon that IS, mdeed, the heart 
This lettei-- is written as a public ans soul of the entire educational 
acknowledgement of thanks to the process. I hope that the S.U. 
Student Union Program Committee Program Committee hears what I 
for their funding the recent three· am saying and continues to provide 
day internship of poet, Dave SD1ith. "entertainment" of Dave Smith's 
The opportunity to converse with caliber on' this' campus. There are 
and listen to one of this country's students who are interested in 
()ustandi~g young poets, fa~e to things other:, thanwhere,}h.E?".,n.~~t 
. fa,<;;~t, Wl),S, anOPP'pl'tumt.y."t'--ctlPofbeer is'cohliflg'ffoiTi, Again, 
thoroughly enjoyed. Mr. Smith thanks S.u. P;C. and keep up the 
showed an energy and dedication good work. 
,for literature that was truly 
inspirational for this beginning 
writer. Smith provided a keen 
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IAnnoun,cements I 
CHECK CASHING 
STudents are encouraged to open a rhecking accollnt at any of the local' 
banks. The Student Union Information Booth does not have adequate 
funds availabl~ to meet the needs of the College community without 
some delay, and occasionally running out of cash during busy periods. 
Tllis is partially due to the large amount of money owed to the Student 
Union because r: f chpc's return<?d for insufficient funds. 
WRITING CENTER HOURS 
The Writing Center, located in Maxwell Library 238, exists to ~erve 
anyone needing assistance with his or her writing. Whatever the problem, 
staff in the Writing Center will help find a solution. The Fall; 1980 hours 
are: 
Monday: 9:00am·11:00am, 2:00pm-3:00pm 
Tuesday: 9:00am-12:00, 1:00pm-3:00pm 
Wednesday: 1O:00am-ll:00am, 2:00pm-3:00pm 
Thursday: 9:00am-12:00, 1:00pm-3:00pm 
Friday: 1O:00am-12:00.2:00pm-3:00pm 
Feel free to drop in at any of the above times for an appointment. For 
additional information call campus extension 545. 
Position Vacancy-Bridgewater State College 
Position- Mathematics Laboratory Aide(s) 
Duties- '1.Tutoring small groups of learners (college students) in 
remedial mathematfcs 
2. Keeping accurate progress records. 
3. Assigning resources to learners. 
4. Assisting faculty supervisor with evaluation of each learner. 
Salary- '$4.00-$8.00, per hour, dependant upon qualifications and 
experience. -STATE GRANT-
Lab Schedule· Between 10:00 AM-4:00 with some evenings required. 
Individual schedules within that time range will be arranged. 
Qualifications- Math background should include Calculus or 
equivalent. Teaching experience desired but not essential. Good 
communication skills. 
Deadline for Applications- November 28, 1980 
Address all Inquirie~, to-
Affirmative Action Officer 
Grove Street Building 
Bridgewater State College 
Bridgewater, MA 02324 
An Equal Opportunity/AffirmatiLJe Action Employer 
" 1981 WHALE WATCH TRIPS." ..... The whale watch 
trips are now open to all Bridgewater State College, faculty, students and 
staff and the public. There are four trips this year Thursday, May 14, 
Friday May 29, Tuesday June 2 and Thursday June 4, 1981. All these 
trips depart the Provincetown dock at 10:30 am. Cost per person is 
$10.00. Additional information is posted outside Room 5114 of the 
Science Building or can be obtained by calling me or Mrs. DeVincentis. 
Last year's trips were again very successful, with good sightings of 
finbacks. minki, humpbacks and white·sided dolphins. We saw an 
excellent series of whale behavior including lunge feeding, breaching, tail 
breaching and flipper flapping. I hope this years trips are even better. 
When you sign up please indicate if you are interested in carpooling, 
~ither as a rid~r or driver. . '. 
CAMPUS POliCE NOTES 
All Bridgewater State College students traveling between upper 
campus and the new classrooms located in the New Academic 
Building are asked to refrain from walking through private property 
located on Burrill Avenue. The Campus Police have received 
numerous complaints regarding the destruction of fences and seeded 
, and lawn areas. All students are ased to please respect the privacy 
and rights of others~ , 
X-MAS BREAK POSITIONS 
Positions are available for students interested in working during the 
Christmas break. Work will involve cleaning throughout the Student 
Union Building. All interested sntact Dot Lischick, in the .Student Union 
Director's office before December 12, 1980. Work study students 
preferred. 
SPRING 1981 EMPLOYMENT 
The Student . Union is now accepting applications for student 
employment for the Spring 1981 semester. Positions are available in the 
following areas: Copy Center, Game Room, Hobby Shop (Woodworks), 
Information Booth, Music Lounge, Union Desk, and Maintenance. All. 
interested students should apply before December 15, 1980. 
Applications are now available at the Student Union Information Booth, 
located on the main floor of the Student Union. 
WE WANT YOU 
If you have a hobbie, craft, or special tal~nt, and would like to share y~m 
knowledge with others, Program Committee ~ants you: W; a.re look~ng 
for people with new ideas, to instruct ~ourses I~Our spnn~ Dl~cover~ng 
New Dimensions" Mini-CCllrses. -So If you are Interested Just flU out t~e 
coupon below and drop it t:J atthe Info. Booth ··and we'll be ~n touch With 








I NAME: I 
I I 
: ADDRESS; : 
I I 





: PHONE NUMBER: : 
I I 
'a' __ ,,-,._.'.--______ .... --_.'-... -.',. 
December 4, l~hU I he L.ommeiu ~ 
Why don't you make your 
contribution to The Comment 
Christmas issue TODAY? Graphics, 
poetry, and prose accepted! 
{CiOT8tI4LK'8] 
and Side by Side 
Broad St., Bridgewater Center 
A WISE AND CONVENIENT PLACE 



















An all-expanse-paid trip to Holly-
wood' for a cameo appearance in 
National Lampoon's Animal House II 
First Prize 
Pioneer Sound System 
Second Prize 
Minolta's Weathermatic'W Camera 
'~ , 


















Jubilate Chorale Holds its 
Annual Winter Concert 
The Jubilate Chorale will present its annual Winter C~ncert on 
Sunday December 7, 1980, at 3:00 in the afternoon in the sanctuary of the 
First Lutheran Church, 900 Main Street in Brockton. 
Music Director Thomas Lawrence Toscano has planned a oroClram 
. featurin~ Benjamin Britten's A Ceremony of Carols. This work will be 
enhanced by harp accompaniment 'provided by harpist Carrie 
Karamoukelis. Soloist for the piece will be Patricia Crooker. Lin Wallin 
Schuller, and Peter Bradstreet. 
Other selections on' the program include "Thou Must Leave Thy 
Dwelling" by Berlioz, "A Legend" by Tchaikovsky, "Ave Maria" by 
Stravinsky, "Almighty Father" from the Mass by Leonard Bernstein, and 
"Ave Maria" and "Laudi AHa Vergine Maria" from Four Sacred Pieces by 
Verdi. 
The public is cordially invited to enjoy the concert. Tickets will be 
available at the door-$3.00 for general admission and $2.00 for students 
and senior citizens. 
"A Christmas Carol" Plays 
the 
Charles Playhouse 
Orson Bean will star is "Scrooge" in the Israel Horovitz adaption ot the 
Charles Dickens' classic, "A Christmas Carol: Scrooge and Marley" 
slated as the 'Charles Playhouse holiday show, December 3-28. Under 
the direction of Peter Frisch, the Horovitz "Christmas Carol"(set m th~ 
stark and pverty·struck winter of Victorian London) is highlighted by 
'illuminated' ghosts; song; 'bats' fly in and out of the audience; flashes and 
puffs of smoke; 'very unusual' stage effects; a multi-level set and detailed 
period costumes. In an almost 'line for line' adaption("Dickens could 
have written the stage version himself," according to one critic) thE:.' 
company(ages 5-60) attempts to confront audience with Dickens' 
eloquent and timeless purpose: that "A Christmas Carol" appeal to that 
part of each of us that yearns for sentimentality, the part that wants 
dearly to believe and hope in the goodness of mankind and God. Call 







The Ensemble Theatre vf Bridgewater State College will present 
the Tennessee Williams classic The Glass Menagerie on December 
4th, 5th, and 6th. ' 
Named' by Time Magazine as "the greatest living playwright in the 
Western world," Tennessee Williams is the recipient of two Pulitzer 
Prizes and four New York, Drama Critics' Awards. He remains a 
consumate dramatist who breathf?s fire into each se,ene. His dialogue 
,reverberates with a lilting eloqLience far from the drab patter,ns of 
everyday speech and, above a11" ne isa master of mood. 
Among Mr. Williams other "i:\WaT9-winning plays are A Streetcar 
Named Desire, Cat On A Hot Tin. Roof, and Night of the Iguana. 
, The Ensemble Theatre is hard at work on this intriguing production. 
; Curtain will be promptly at 8 I'm. Tickl2ts are priced at $3.50 for GeneraI 
Public, and $2.50 for BridgeyJaterState.'College Students/Staff. For more 
information or reservations c'all 697-8321 x213. 





Superstar Jane Fonda(one of the highest grossing film actresses 
today) will make a personal appearance Monday, December IS'at Nick's 
Celebrity Room promoting her new film, "Nine to Five~" co-starring Dolly 
Parton and Lily Tomlin and having its Boston premiere at the Sack 57. 
Nick's owner, Sonny Page, will host a reception(6:30 pm) to benefit 
"Nine to Five," the organization for women office workers and a press 
conference beginning at 8 pm. Tax deductiqle benefit·reception tickets 
are available by phoning 617 .536·6003. 
The film is'billed as a comedy about real problems confronting office . 
workers. . 
Free Christmas Concert 
At the 
Bridgewater Library 
The Friends ofthe Bridgewater Public Librarywil! present a Christmas 
Concert featuring the Hamilton family of Bridgewater and the'Taunton 
High School German Brass Bandon Tuesday, December 9th at 7:30 pm 
at the Bridgewater Public Library. Everyone is invited and admission is 
free.· Please, come early as the seating is limited. 
Professor Hamilton is on the faculty at Bridgewater State College. 
th€ 
yR~€nwood 
~~ conSORt . 
Have your ever .eaten at Boston's Mediaeval Manor'~ Have you ever· 
expenenced a Mediaeval dinner where there are no eating utensils but 
instead you tear oft the leg of a chicken or a hunk 01 bread'( 
Well. on Wednesday, December 10, IYBO, the Program Committee will 
feuture a Madrigal Feast wIth the Greenwood Consort to perform. The 
Madngal Feast was an annui.11 Christmas celebration of the King and 
Queen. Each year the King and his court presldl?d over this festive 
occasion and this year, we are bnnging some 01 the "old"Christmasspint 
back for all to enJoy_ Entertainment ... vill be prOVided by the Greenwood 
'~on~ort. These Boston·based IJerformers consist of "five young, 
superbly skilled mUSicians. who involve themselves··and the audience·· 
torally."lhe Greenwood Consort will pertorm early music ot the later 
middle ages ,md r~l1ilISSdnll: ··pertect lor d Mddn~hll h!tlSt 
celebration. 
Along with the pertormance the teast wIlll11clude dancers and a lull 
coursE' dll1tlE'r with d menu uf early English loods. Come and celebrate 
with the Kmg ,md hiS cuurt lor a Madngdl Feast 01 eXCelll::'J11 
elltertall)mel1l and lood. This IS one dlJ1l11g experience not to be 111lssl:-'d. 
W .. llch lor ticket pnn's ,II the Student UmoJ) Intormallon l3uoll1. 
ROCK 
AT 27 
by Joseph McDonald 
Nudes, Firings and Asian slurs 
Is the Lynyrd Skynyrd curse following the Rossington-ColIins band'~ It 
sure looks that way! During a recent concert in Lubbock, Texas. the 
group seemed to be collapsing; Reports say that'guitarist Allen CoBins 
knocked over vocalist Dale Krantz' mike and later stormedbffstage. The 
band finished the show without him and performed the encore withOut 
Collins or Krantz. Observers say that after the show, ColIins chased her 
down the street yelling, "Lady, you're f-·king fired1" 
Newspaper accounts say that Collins did. nQtreturntothe stage 
because of an electrical shock and the "fired" routine isa nightly game .. 
Four nights later, Collins received the news that hiswife, Kathy, who had 
been under a doctor's care during a difficuIt pregnancy, had died of a 
heart attack. The group immediately fli?w home to.Jacksonville to atten,.d; f. 
the funeral. But the group has kickedoff a .new tour recently(October 
24) and is planning on touring the East Coast. CoIlins two daughters, 
ages fiue, and nine, will spend weekends with him. He is also making a 
documentary of the new tour. . • 
The Vapors recently had trouble gett ing a radio spot . aired. 
Apparently, a San Fransisco radio station was afraid of insulting the 
Asian community with lines like, "If you rike lock and loll, you'll rove the 
Vapors." Meanwhile, "Turning Japanese'. with its' suggestIve Iyrics 
dealing with autosexuality, is roaring up the charts. 
Kinks vocalist Ray Davies was recently arrested for impersonating 
Ray Davies. The men in blue were looking for a person who looks like 
Davies, arranging false Kinks concerts, passing bogus checks and doing 
in-store promotions. Oh, by the way, Davies was released. 
A SeattIe radio station. KZOK-FM, is attempting to raise money to ' 
buiid a monument to Jimi Hendrix In a near·by municipal park. The 
station is selling .. commemorative buttons to pay for the 
monument(estimated cost is $20,000).lf YOll wish to contribute, buttons 
are available by s~nding two dollars and a self-addressed stamped 
en'velope to KZOK --FM, 1426 Fifth Avenue, Seattle, Washington, 
98101. . 
Bob Marley is not dying of cancer. He was admitted to New York's 
Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center for treatment of serious 
nervous exhaustion. He plans to tour with Stevie Wonder in November 
and' December. 
Instrumentalist Ian McDonald and keyboardist Al Greenwood were 
asked to leave Foreigner in late September. Remaining members Mick 
Jones: Lou Gramm. Denms Elliott. clnd Ed Gagliardi will carryon .IS d 
quartet. 
Mick fleetwood. Stevl(:' Nicks ,\IKI Lindsey J:)UCklllghi.ltn )ollled the 
University of Southern Cahlorl11d TroJclll Mdfchlllg Band lor an October 
4th half-time show. Nicks twirled a baton, Fleetwood pounded a b['1sS 
drum and Buckingham conducted the band in a rendition of "Tusk". 
Form~r ,Jefferson Ai.rplane guitarist Jorma Kaukonen has joined 
forces With John and Hilley Stench to ·form Jorma Kaukonen and Vital 
Parts. Their first album is entitled Barbecue King. The Stenchs were 
formerly with Pearl Harbor and the Explosions. 
Up and coming band Kin Courage has posed nude m Playgirl. That 
should boost saIes among plaster·casters. Speaking of sex, during Its' 
three night stand at Madison Square Garden, Queen had topless 
qaltresses to ~~ek ,sure backstage visitors were served(hopefully, not 
lIke Juhe Chnstle dJd Warren Beatty in Shampoo:) 
Be back ne.xt week with the end of Rock at 27 and the hint oj a new 
beginning. 
Tickets for the Nutcracker 
are on sale now! 
The Student Union Program Committee is sponsoring a b~s trip to the 
Nutcrack erBallet at the Music Hall. The Nutcracker will be the 6:30 
pm performance, on December 14. The ticket' price will be $10.00 
including transportation to and from Boston, leaving from the Student 
Union. For more information see the Student Union Info Booth. 
"Classoj ·66" 
AtBSC 
On Friday, December 12, 1980 the band "Class of 66" will be in the 
Ballroom from 8-12. Tickets are on sale now in the info booth for $1. 75. 
Ages twenty and over are urged to get their tickets while they last. This 
Christmas Party promises to be an enjoyable night which should not be 
missed. Don't forget to bring a Mass. License and BSe ID with you. 
Sponsored by SUpe. . 
The Elep·h~nt Man 
- at the Shubert Theatre 
The award·winning play, "The Elephant Man" by Bernard Pomerance 
will begin a six week engagement at Boston's Shubert Theatre Monday 
November 24, with the press opening scheduled for Tuesday, NovembE!r 
25, at 7:30 p.m. 
Winner of the Best Play of the Year (1979) Tony Award, this dramatic 
hit has also won the DramaDest Award, the New York Drama Critics' 
Circle Award, the Obie Award and Outer Critics' Circle Award, and 
continues to captivate al,ldiences on Broadway, where it is currently in its 
second year. 
Starring in the production are Jeff Hayenga, Ken Ruta and Concetta 
Tomei; Producer! by Richmond Crinkley, Elizabeth McCann .and Nelle 
Nugent, "The Elephant Man is dIrected by Jack Hofsiss_ For his dire~tion 
of "The Elephant Man", Mr. Hofsiss was named "Best Director" winning 
the Tony Award, the Obie Award, the Drama Desk Award, the New 
Drama Forum Award and the Broadway Drama Guild Award. 
Bernard Pomerance's play is based on an actual case history of John 
Merrick, "the e1evhant man" of Victorian London who was rescued from 
the world of sideshow exhibition by FredeJick Treves, a leading surgeon 
of the day. 
Jeff Hayenga. in the title role, appeared ;n the Broadvray production of 
"The Elephant Man" where he won audiences and critics' praise as John 
Merrick Prior to jOI'1ing the production, Mr. Hayenga was a member of 
John Houseman's A,:ting Company. . 
Ken Ruta as Doct('f Treves, has appeared on and off-Broadway, on 
film and with major repertory companies throughout the country. His 
most recent films incluie "Fooling Around" with Gary Busey and "The 
Mountain Men" with Ct'arlton Heston. He has starred in "The Elephant 
Man" tour tor the past six months. 
Performance times are Monday through Saturday at .• ~ p.m. with 
matinees at 2 p.m. on Wednesday and Saturday. There will be a special 
performance schedule during the holidilY weeks. for further 
information, call or write the Shubert Thei.ltre, 265 Tremont St., Boston 
02116, 426-4520, 
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DECEMBER 4, 5, & 6 
CURTAIN IS 8 P.M. 
Admission is $3.50 for· 
General Public and 
$2.50 8'SC Students 
and Staff 
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i 'The Choral Society II 
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fBridgewater State I I 
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I ANNUAL II 
I CHRISTMAS CONCERT I 
. I I. this year featuring I 
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Classifieds 
BARBARA, BOBBIE, CATHY, CHERYL, 
DONNA, ELLEN, HEIDI, JEAN, JO, USA, 
USA, AND PATTY:Thanks for a great fall 
semester. Am looking fOlWard to many more 
like it. Much thanks to Patty especially. Love, 
LISA MARIE 
Hey You- you know who you are. You say you 
look just like your dog poster. You also hang 
around with the fat twins and Joe Syphillus. 
You never get any personals so here it is. Hope 
you like it. (Only joking Big Guy-they're not 
that fat!) 
Baby Beals- I'll get the door for you. You 
lightweight you! M AND M breath once again. 
Benny and the fagjets. If you're good, we11 buy 
you a happy meal. Nice camera you got there. 
It's 3:00, you better take your nap now. Scoop, 
Scoop,Scoop,Scoop,Scoop,Scoop,Scoop. 
Chow Baby 
Dear Dumpling, Sleep in your clothes much? 
Miss Art much? Stay up late much? Only two 
weeks left, don't lose touch with school or you 
may be sorry. Use your past experiences and 
take things slow or you may not "Get Over It". 
Kathy and Tammy, we hope your colds get 
better. Don't you dare give them to us. Signed 
Buster and Binky 
Beth, Thanks for being· a good roommate. 
Have a great time at Fitchburg. I'll miss ya-
Signed, Your roommate that will never be a 
Biology major! 
Hey E.B. and F.B.· Face it, you two are fags, 
come on will ya?Watch out for falling objects. 
You better schedule your classes for at least 
4:00pm this semester 50 you'll be awake in 
time. You lazy sows. That little sign on your 
bulletin board fits you perfectly. S&B 
So Sue Sue is the big "20." Hope you had a 
TERRIFIC BIRTHDA Y ... and all your dreams 
come true. Love, Ed 
To the blond Schones Madchen Aus 
Bridgewater.lsch Liebe Dish Noch Immer. M 
. Mo/1-v2!c2 
Sophia-As Joe Jackson would say 1s She 
Really Going Out with Him?!" Macho macho, 
what a turn on. I thought you had more class. 
To Jules (3R), Cher·Cher, Kimlin, and C. 
Jupiter· Hi! Thanks for such great times in the 
apt. especially the cheese puffs and the 
Grandma sause pizza's. When do we climb 
Boyden to the tune of ''Rocky?" Cher·cher, I 
think you shot J.R. Please come visit New 
York. Missing you - Love, Pippi 
Nancy, I'm glad we've grown to be good 
friends. Remember; Think highly of yourself, 
don't settle for a Hurtin' Buck. -517 
.BEN . Welcome to BSe Benjamin. Hope you 
will happy at Sanger St. I know we're glad to 
have you. Most of us, that is! 
Buddy, Thank you for loving me enough to let 
me go. Whatever happens, you know I'll 
always keep a spot in my heart for you. I'll 
always be here if you need a friend. Remember 
that ... Pal. 
"Who" are you? Number 30 on the hockey 
team (J) I think you're the nicest goalie I've 
seen in a long time. Hope the season will be as 
good for you as it is for me! Merry X-mas1 A 
certain hockey cheerleader. P.S. This kid's 
alright!!! 
Hey Hibby·Face it, you\e whipped. When will 
you learn not to be so rough. Oh no, don't tell 
us you're gonna live up the Hill. Things are bad 
enough already.We all ,know that yOu .know ' 
Cookey, You are a fox! Those blue eyes are 
beautiful, and so is your smile. I wish you'd be 
more friendly. I'd love to get to know you 
better·that is if you don't already have a 
girlfriend somewhere! Interested? Please 
respond, won't hurt to try it again ... Harbor 
Lights 
, everything there is to know and there's no 
doubt about it. Don't be a baby, we're just 





to the fag- So what if you can get up at the 
crack of dawn to run 4 miles-you go to 
beddybye by 10:00. So can we help it? We need 
a little help from our friends! You11 be a fag to 
the end and you know it. Bye Tam, thank you 
Tam! 
Culminate ,~,--..-iio;C"""I""i1--"-"------------
Dr. Keqy, Dr. Keay, Dr. Keay. Here's the 
mention in the paper I promised you. 
Ostracism lives!! 




The RE.S.T. energy saving 
workshops have been widely 
attended during the past two weeks 
according to Bill Mullen and Keith 
Benoit, the B.E:S.T. coordinators at 
Bridgewater State College. Over 
5,000 flyers have been distributed in 
Bridgewater giving dates of the 
Workshops, and additional flyers 
were sent to residents via the 
Bridgewater schools. The B.E.S.T. 
trailer, located in Rico's shopping 
plaza has served as an information 
center for the past campaign, being 
staffed lOam to 4pm, daily. Channel 
6 television came to Bridgewater to 
film a B.E.S.T. workshop and were 
impressed with the magnitude of the 
program, when they interviewed 
Keith Benoit following the 
workshop presentation. Two more 
workshops which are open to the 
public are planned for Dec. 22 and 
Dec. 23 at the Bridgewater Town 
Hall. . Future B.E_S.T. plans will 
include presenting workshops in 
high schools in the area. 
Your B.E.S.T. tip of the week: 
If a room is rarely used, seal it up 
with weatherstripping and shut off 
the radiators to close the register in 
that room. Heat it only as needed. 
Concert: BIG BANDSOUND 
Bridgewater State College 
presents a Community Jazz Band 
Concert. It will take place on 
December 17, 1980 at 8:00pm in the 
Maxwe/J LIbrary Lecture Hall. 
ADMISSION IS FREEH!! 
MASSACHUSETTS NATIONAL GUARD 
AND 
MASSACHUSETTS STATE COLLEGE SYSTEM 
SPONSOR 
College ufficer Recruitment Program. 
* FREE Tuition 
* Part .. Time Employment, Weekends, and Summer 
* Earn a Commis.sion as a Second Lieutenant before 
Graduation 
-it Train at the Massachusetts Maritime Academy in 
Reading, Mass. . 
* Acquire Leadership and Management ,Skills 
* Career D~velopment , 
* Join a Community·Service Organization 
LEGISLATION 
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Career House 
(Cont. from p.l) 
therapeu1rc nulieu and helps to communIcation media of art, 
bridge the gap between the photography, film-making, campus 
treatment center, home, school, radio, and TV studio operation~nd 
environment and community Newsletters. A combined stipend 
setting. Concurrent counseling snf and allowance of $350-409 per 
psychotherapy. work experience month, housing and meals are 
and supportive services, offered to qualified applicants who 
RilfS mepatient to develop realistic are US Citizens, unmarried, and at 
career goals for independent living. least 22 years ot age; $300 per 
Several full-time, 12·month Pre- month and the allowance is tax-
'Professional Traineeships are exempt. Group hospitalization and 
offered for a unique "live· in" Major Medical Insurance coverage 
experience as a' Resident is also provided. Applicants must 
Advisor/Counselor. ; Trainees have a broad academic base of 
receive training and supervised training and some degree of 
experience in: supportive practical experience in outlined 
counseling and milieu therapy, crisis. duties. They must have the use of a 
intervention, residential treatment,: fully insured persof.lal automobile 
social rehabilitation, and recreation and be able to do their own typing. 
therapy. Also,.in diagnostic Preference will be given to 
psychoeducational and vocational applicants who plan to attend 
evaluations and selective job graduate school and presently·seek 
placements, education therapy, a comprehensive training 
academic tutoring and basic skills experience in supportive mental 
improvement and in related report health ser·vices·.· Early application is 
writing. Trainees attend clinicalcase recommended, as spaces are 
conferences and may attend limited. 
indicated clinical seminars, as time FOR FURTHER INFORMATION 
permits. A Certificate ;s awarded AND APPLICATION, WRITE TO: 
upon successful completion of the Dr. Henry Platt, Director, Devereux 
program. Applicants with prior CAR E E RHO USE, 0 e von. 
experience in expressive media rna). Pennsylvania 19333. Some 
be assigned to work with patients ir: information is also available in the 
an AdjunCtive Therapies Program 01 Career' Planning . and Placement· 
creative expression through thE Office 
11 Central Square 
Bridgewater Savings and 
Market 
will be buying gold & silver 
Monday December ·8th 
ONLY 
in front o/the bookstore 
BRING YOUR OLE> GOLD AND SILVER FOR' 
CHRISTMAS CASH!!! 
Class Rings UP TO $180 
SALE 
Back-To-School 
Save on quality' used ·furniture . 
BEAR BROWN'S 
TRADING POST 
.461 Centre st. 
Middleboro,MA 
In 1978 the Massachusetts Legislature passed a law which provided free 
tuition at any State College for members of the Massachusetts National 
Guard. Since t.he enactment of this law, over 600 men and women have been 
given the opportunity to attend college without paying tuition and 
matriculation fees. The College Officer Recruitment Program now offers a 
, chance to earn a commissio,nalong with these tuition assistance benefits. 
Call Anytime 947-' 442 
Desks, bookcases:, 'chairs, . 
nightslands, lamps,bureaU5, beds,. 
bedroom sets, couches, coffee & 
A'CT'NOW 
Students who enroll immediately in this program can receive free tuition for 
the next semester. In addition, pay for week-end and summer training will 
help cover the costs of dorms, labs, and textbooks. 






Rehoboth, MA. 02769 0 
end .~Qbles, . televisions-ceolor & b/w, 
S€tvlng machines and' refrigerators. 
SPECIALS' .' 
Brass .. King~Size Bed Complete 
,Lpwrey· Organ Genie 44 Model 
·Many more items not listed!!! 
, Open Daily , 




Skis for sale-·K 2 (170 em.) 1 1/2 years old,like 
new with tyrolin 150 bindings. Asking $80, call 
676-1482 
2 snow tires, size C 700/13. midsize or 
compact car tires. Practically brand new. lots 
of tread and in good condition. Call Dom at 
947·7366. Price is $30.00 
Cowboys and Cowgirls: Handmade feather 
hatbands at reasonable prices. Also· feather 
pins. Hurry and put your order in before the 
Christmas ruch. Call Diane, 824-8430.·· 
-
. Dopey, doc and Sleepy, Does anyone want 
Chinese food? Doc have you bumped into no.8 
lately? What time is it? Sweet Home Alabama. 
Amy, Peggy, Pam Debbie: are you turning 
Japanese? Everybody Whip it. Love, Bashful. 
Peggy:who was the handsoem devil at the Rat? 
Seemed somewhat of a mean biter. Watch 
those teeth marKs, your promiscuity will be 
discovered ... Any . bizarre imitations lately? 
We'ss get you yet. 
J.H.·-Glad you're back, I've been missing your 
smile. Haven't had a good tickle in weeks, we'll 
have to do something about that. Always have 
good times, lotsa laughs when you're around. 
Let's keep it up. LOHG 
Yamaha .. FG.l80, Acoustic guitar with case, Kymbies··1 hear you're hangin' at Dunking 
$75 or b...st offer. Big Muff Pi fuzz Lox.$25. Call Donuts these Saturday nights. Hey. now that's 
Tracy 697.4564, anytime. . a twist. 
1972 Pinto Station Wagon, 4·speed, excellent 
gas mileage, AM/FM Stereo. $700, Call Dave, 
ext. 465 or 947·S224. 
1973 Mazda RX 2, 4door sedan. Light blue. 4 
new tires (snows on back). New front end 
suspension. New exhaust .system. 48,000 
miles. Gets 25 mpg·regular gas. Needs some 
work. $1500 as is. Call Susan at 585·27% 
weekdays after 7pm and Sundays. 
Refrigerator for sale, $150.00, in good 
condition about half the size of a fuU·size refrig. 
Call 697·8321 ext. 375 ask for Lorraine or 
come see it in Room 428 Shea. 
Snow tires··Firestone, C78·14, used one 
winter great condition. $50 pro Also BSR 
Turntable Good Shape, $40. Call Tom 238· 
7647. 
HOUSING 
Four girls want lorent a 4 bedroom apartment 
plus living room and kitchen. Only a fiv~· 
minute walk from the school. $120.00 a month 
per person. Includes all utilities. This is a lot 
cheaper thana crowded noisydbrm room. For 
more info call 697-3578. 
Rcomate wanted. $62.00 month. Own rOom. 
Brockton area· To share with 2 females .. CalI 
pan~,.~,076f.1. 
Male Student looking for apartment close to 
campus. Please call Skip at 878-1219. 
Wanted 
wanted: experienced guitar player to give 
lessons. I have your experience. Learn finger-
picking, different styles, etc. Call DAve. E-
Bridgewater, Tues.Thurs .. 378-7509. ' 
Volunteers wanted: TaUl1ton Boys Club: Floor 
hockey teachers, boys basketball coach for 
boys ages 14-16. Good opportunity to gain 
experience with children arid adolescents. 
Contact Tom. An-ighi at 824·4341. 
. Ride/Riders 
Ride/Riders: Need a ride to W 
. areester or 
surroundmg area· and back for Tha 
PERSONALS 
Mr < MeEd, please don't think I'm being silly or 
anything. I'm not trying to corner· you into 
anything deep and serious. I would just like to 
get to know you better. After all, us geniuses 
have a lot to offer the world. lEIt's show 'em 
what we can do, Dreamer. ' 
Dear Lion: I'm glad that you transfered down 
·here. I'm lucky to have you as a friend. Don't 
forget all the things we have in common. Like 
crawly things in the night. Thanks for· 
everything. Love, the dweller in room one. 
To ~y favorite cow'; Thanks so much for 
helping me when I need it. it feels so good to 
have true friend? Thank you too, goat. You 
both make things easier to handle. Love and 
friendship, Omae. 
Rose R~t {soonto be mrs:Rose Lavigne): How 
does it feel to be going out With the F, T .D. 
man? Oh, by the way; have.yoJ.! set the date 
yet? If you need a ride horne this weekend, call 
u.R.I. Love, Snit. 
Hey Hic. Egg sisters. 
------------------------------CACA, STepford Wife and Kimbies: Don't let 
your babies grow up to be cowboys. Sorry I 
spilled coke, but it jumped on to your lap. 
What did you guys think of Flash and Rugman? 
We1l bring Dan's girl next time. Hey·Love ya, 
BABA. 
Don. the first two months have been great, 
Ihope we have many more. I had a really good 
time at the Vineyard and the company was 
great How's your hand? Had any grape soda 
lately? The hot tin roof is one place 11 never 
forget. Barbara. 
to Pr1scilla: Watch out for your closet late at 
night. Thanks for the tear·jerker movies, 
boxes of tissue, not homemade cookies, use of 
your fridge, naturally cold o.i. and burnt 
popcorn. Sorry. Hey, where's my personal? 
Deare'3t Bob:Who'd have believed it when we 
met? P.appy 6 months, and many, many more. 
I love you, Louise. 
Cheryl, played. any good games of Boggle 
lately? When are you gonna get a new 
dictionary for Mary? You know, you are really 
quite an.a1kie. I hope it's not me holding you up 
·.his frida¥. 'Love ya, Smutf and La, la la. 
Good morning Christopher and Pallie Jo: I'm 
really going to miss you guys. Please come visit 
New York. Thanks for a fun semester. The 
crazy kid from down the hall. 
1'6 B.J.G: SurPrised to get that persorlallaSt 
week. Well this makes two in a row. Have a 
good time at Two Way Street and the party 
afterwards.· 5"1m j~ too early to got to bed 
especially sinee yi,>,u .get up at that time. GKl'v1. 
Donna and Sal/y··enjoyed our Journey from 
the big apple. ARe you a man? Are you 
currently in a syndicated TV series? SA/.SAI, 
best of luck with G.M. Soon we will.be N. Y. 
buddies excep.f {or our Calif. bound girl with 
the boots. LOl)e, T. 
To my buddies and pais in Pope··The semester 
tWindinLdown al1d I1i be e. xpe. ctin~ to se~ the 
s t a: Broadway In March. or else 111· 
throw mysel{ against the doorway. Will miss 
you all, Matthew. 
TO GINA: Here is you verY::i'!io personal. I will 
Sive you a fortune a day if Yot:. ':)illy give me 
$350.00 on Thursdays. I'm looklngfonvard to a 
cookie.. LD. 
Friends of Roxie: Thank~. retia had~fun. Says 
he felt like a stowaway, but at least we could be 
together. Come visit us. next summer. I'm 
going to miss youall so much. Muffin, bring 
Monkus and your campus policeman. And 
don't forget your guitar, you vocal vixen. 
Colby Sweatshirt, 
Miss Piggy: Thank you for the chariot· ride. 
Pete and I appreciated it. By the way, like my 
haircut? A few bead$ and it could be HAIR. 
Sorry about the books but J was otherwise 
,accupied. 111 make it up to you. I've been 
researching. Irish baby names!· Ready-made 
Mama. 
Donna: It's definately time for a road trip. No 
more studying - just LOTS of partying. I'd 
really like a 4.0, so put some serious thought 
into your future as a student, 0 K? Your 
roomate 
B.J. It's just not the same without you. Much 
happiness in whatever you do with your life. 
Yo1l11 always be in our thoughts. The Three 
Musketeers 
Deb N.:Stay up till 4:15 much? It's much better 
when you're not alone, huh? My room is your 
room· until I want to go to bed. Yours truly· 
207, ., 
BBFF, 509: I never see you around. I wanted to Jerry Garcia Fan Club, It's always good to find Secret AdmirerR I read your personal· a week 
talk to. you so you'd believe me that I a fellow deadhead. I gotta be truckin but 
remembered Friday night. Sorry I couldn't maybe l1I"meet you on the moor.. It's been a late. Sorry. How about meeting Tuesday 12/9 
make it to 5:00. Did we really play basketball at long strange trip and I hope it gets longer and at 9:25 in front of the bookstore. See you then. 
2:00 am?! Signed - Irish too. PS Thanx for the stranger still. Mad Dog. . 
pillow. Sharon Dever 
To Steve, the dark mysterious bearded JTla!1 L'1 
my 9:00 French class. Where are you really 
coming from 8 AM, every MWF? Why don't 
you come to my house for 'breakfast~ instead? 
Alias, Fifi. 
Kerri-Ann: You're doing a great job. I really 
thought ,t would be an easy show to do. Break 
a-thread. Jules 
Lee, I'm jealous. Not only do you have a 
girlfriend, but a secret admirer as well. At least 
I have an advantage over them both. I work 
with you! Love & Kisses Sophia 
Jules: The family is delighted about your 
return. Keep smiling! Her. 
To the Animals in the music lounge: What do 
you think, you own the place? Don't you have 
anything better to do than drink and smoke 24 
houts a day? If you don't watch out we are 
19oing to sik Dot after you!!! 
Rick, or shall we say Dick, your whole being 
makes us sick. Those patent leather shoes and 
. double-knit slacks, when we see you in the 
morning - We sing the blues - . The Music 
Lounge. 
Gorgeous eyes in Wood: watch out! That guy 
who always looks at you in Tilly, I think he's 
fallen in love!?? Y.our right . I have fallen in 
love!?? Watch for the wink from that guy in the 
sky!? You know who you are· you 3rd floor 
raving beauty. Never Sr.y. 
Christopher - I had a great time at The Private 
Lightening , mcert! I only wish friday night 
never happened. Believe me 111 never do it 
again. And .don't forget, we're gonna win next 
year!! . 
Kel·So glad we got to be such good friends. 
Your a great kid and I hope we will always stay 
friends. Still think we can ~each those goals? 
~uh? Love, N. ps. Wow! your vety first 
personal. 
To th~ sex pumpkins: We've got a guy the two 
of you at once can't handle! Handsome and 
seKli. he'll be too moch for you! His name? only 
. a hinLi.ScottHan,·3rd'.Ploor, ;Room 3'::":"1, 
Initials D.R. (He'll kill us for writing t~is but 
what can WE! do?) Frier.'::;. 
P.H. My favorite Npunker" Thanx for a super 
time .. lets do it again soon. OK? "The m~de· 
up~ backgammon King, Punk.Out. KidN 
To the Who Queen· What goes on behind blue 
eyes? Beware green-eyed golf players, 
mongoloid baby roommates, 123 moons, 
radiator conversations, and broken whiskey 
bottles. Are you as surprised as [ think you 
are? Just let me splatter .. From the Other 
Brazen Hussy in 109. 
J. Geils, on the 5th. f1O()r. You're a great 
BUQDY, but what about a great LOVER? 
DLG 
ToLynnin Wood - You're the bestest buddy 
in the world. Let's go night ~talking down 
Route 28 again soon. With love, the Fool on 
the Hill. 
HUttle Girl" where are you. Do you want some 
candy. I heard that candy canes are in and 
fishes are out. Have you cleaned out any 
trailers lately. I was proud. You can look sexy 
for other guys but not for me, he!1? I love those 
34 D's. Bye, Me. 
"R. eal~'.ty • Ult. i~ate form of Pf;lrception. 
This by: sex, drugs, and Rock and 
. Roll." Do 
Don,~ks for the weekend at the Vineyard. 
I really enjoyed it. H_ve. you had any grape 
soda lately? Hope your hand feels better. 
Becks lite and the HQt Tin Roof. It's been a 
great 2 months, I. hope there are many more!! 
Barbara '. 
To Joel M: (Italian Stallion) We love Y9urbody, 
soul and mind. YJe'd like you to call anytime. 
Waiting patiently, Lou & Frankie. 
Return to the depths of your min.d and 
remember. Mad Dog 
Paula Goon, We give you credit for putting up 
with us "dId partiers from R.I. We hope we \ 
didn't screw you up cuz we love you a lot. Even 
though you're a Big W. Stay crazy and our 
buddy. Love, Your Roomies. 
Paula Goon: You're the best roomate anyone 
could ever have. Thanks for a great year and a 
half. Let's take off to R.L next semester. We 
both need a break from this place to get our 
heads together. Think about it. OK Thanks 
for you· I love you, SHA 
To the Siamsters E. Mills Thrills; We royally 
gagged for the 2nd year in volleyball & the 7th 
time in intramural sports. Oh well, let's have 
faith, there's still softball. From a fellow 
gagger. 
Jackie 8., I'm still kinda nervous tc! come to 
you and speak. We've actually already met (in 
class). Maybe 111 start a conversation with you 
soon. I don't want to intrude if you have 
another guy, but I'd be willing to fight for ya. 
You are definitly worth it! Hope to meet you at 
last .. "UMM" Your Secret Admirer. 
Phyllis C. We can be friends and its time for the 
rewards. Waiting for you to make the first 
move. See you soo·n for the challenges ahead. 
Your favorite Stud. 
Roommate, thanks for everything you have 
done for me so far this semester. It's been 
greal living with you even if you are a wic ked 
neat person and I'm not. You can use my new 
gun anytime you want to shoot someone. Deb. 
Dear Alfie and Guy: We see you everyday in 
Browsing and we like what we see. Show us 
more. Love, your secret admirers. 0 and L. 
Whitey--You die in recess. No thanks I hate 
doritas. Cathy Kahn's you star studded array, 
gon the nationals. Your school is very proud of 
·you.!.la~t¥f .. Touche you puppy. How's BD . 
• 
· .. e in Wood? Do you miss your stowaway 
~~LHi JOhanna you carrot top. G.l. 
--- - _.----------------------
From the girl.in the plaid jacket. I got your 
message, now why don't you make a move? 
Since the semester is almost over maybe we'll 
have a class together. I would like to get to 
know you. 
To the Bio major in the cafe··Why don't you 
buy me a cup Of coffee sometime and we could 
talk?· An interested party . 
Doreen--What is a toy? The love nest is great. 
Instead of studying until 3:00, let's try getting 
high. Maybe we will have good dreams to 
interpret. Donna. 
Hey Mouseketeers: Good job in volley ball, 
almost. Let's do it in hoop. M.D. Keep those 
hands closed. Deb. C., watch out for flying v· 
balls. Awesome reboudning Deb. O. and 
Laurie, Keep up the good work. We're on our 
way, we're coming out. Mic ... seeyou on the 
court. MESON 
Moe-here it is, my public apology to you. and 
in writing. I'm sorry about your last personal. 
Really. I'm sorry I let peer pressure get to me. 
I've said it before but this time it's true. It'll 
. never happen· again. 'TS. . 
To the Bishman, How was the party in Scott 
. last week. You were enjoying it so much you 
pulled up a chair in the hallway and were 
soaking your nails in some solution. You're 
never gonna shave that beard if you misuse tKe 
shaving cream. Signed, K.N. a witness .. 
To the busiest man on campus: Hope yC;;u're' 
surviving. 1 think I will survive 1980. When can I 
collect my three favors? Be good, the busiest 
woman on campus. 
Sharon, thanks for being such a terrific friend. 
You're a very ~weet, caring person that is 
always friendly to everyone.. I'm really glad I 
had the chance to meet soemone as nice as 
you. Best of friends a~ays. Nancy. 
M.L··please run away in .. the runa,way 
Maverick and have hinch with me at Friendly's 
this weekend!!!!!!! 
M.D.S.B.: Hey cutia, how ya doin'? I hope 
you're having a good week. This is just to -let 
you know. that I'm thinking about you . .like 
always. I love you, Bonita. 
To the Wizard of Oz: All J want is some c·c· 
courage. Can you help me? The Cowardly 
lion. 
To Chris··I really like your new hat, but 
gentlemen are· supposed to take off their hats 
in a building. I wonder why you didn't know 
that? Love, AB. Jerry Greenberg·-where've 
you been? Haven't seen you in a while. Come 
tall~ some day. Say Hi to Garfield for me. Love, 
T.L,C.H. 
Hey Rich Farmer, Hope you liked your M and 
M's. I thought maybe you'd like some land you 
didn't even have to buy them this time. From, 
Nancy's friend. 
Sleezy·Welcome back to BSC after your 2 
week event. You were sadly missed but gladly 
welcomed back. Please don't puU another 2 
week event or I'll go INSANE with you know 
who. Glad you're back ad are old self again. 
From the desk of Doe. 
To .Chris, Mark, and Ed, We know that you 
think we wrote those two ads, but sorry it 
wasn't us. don't know anything about the 
times in Weymouth and Spellman. It has to be 
someone who knows you from last year. 
Friends in Art Class 
To those girls in art class who get· others in 
trouble by writing certain things to certain 
people. Bug Off! Anonymous 
To Bob: When you look at me with those 
sweet, wonderful brown eyes, I just have to tell 
you that you're the only one. Love, Christine 
Paul Michael· Did you lose your shadow? Sure 
hope so ... would absolutely love to see you 
again·To My Mill Boy·Your One and Only 
Country Girl 
Congratulations Editor Myrna! Good luck 
withtthe Comment. Love, your Staff 
Complimentary Pal· Thanks for bringing me 
out of my shell. Guess our travelling adventure 
won't mean as much to everyone else. They 
think we're f···_·! Maybe we are but we had a 
wild time which is more than they can say, 
especially the football whimp. You know I'm 
still· Whipped 
Hi Artie and Jerry, How the Hell are yOU! 
HO\Al's tricks? You drive us wild ( mayb" 
sometime in your Mustang)! We love thOSE 
BUNS! We want, love, and desire you! Love. 
8, J, L, J. 
Hi to ; Stumpy, Prunella, Baby Pumpkins 
Lunchroom, the Lady in the Red Dress 
Obnox. the Bastard, Joe Kelly, Pinhead. thE 
most Handsome man in the world, 24, Shout 
the White Ghost, Mr. Sawler, Red Bandanna 
Dan the Man, Pink Pants, and New Doo. Fran 
the 4th floor Durgin 
~Give me the Skin, not the Bone, Pick", "Oh, 
rio, 1 painted the wrong blocks·give qle anothe r 
beer Callsy." thanks for the white mustache, 
Pallsy: -Pallsy, biane, and Sue·pamt thewalls 
.not your faces. ""Linda, did you take the whit,a 
paint out of yur contac?H Thanx to Patty-
Jaye Baby, Hot dog·you make the paper. J 
hope to have some high times before I leaVE!. 
Check out the babes, and check, and check 
ya. Hud·a·dinik·blad·a·ya·zip. Try not to be 
goodO.K Lvoe ya, Linda Carlosa 
To tt1e pointy finger in Wood 55; That's not 
Faoops almost! No!! Sorry for being Nosey 
Fusc,but how's the tent business? Hi to Hilda 
and Sque~kje, too. Big Foot (alias Nose no. 2) 
.Sleezy-. Is that a hospital bracelet you're 
wi:iaring? Were you in the hospital? Why darn 
you tell me about it sometime? Love, your 
roomie. 
Kathy Cowbell, Cheer up kid; you11 always be 
a straight a student in our book. Keep those 
roving eyes looking, there's always another 
trolley coming down the track. Love ya, P & L. 
rEd· You must be psyched to get your first 
personal, huh? (Probably your last). Some 
people have morals, you wouldn't know. Your 
loss, not mine. Love to see you hobbling 
around, serves you right! Your secret despiser 
Hey Egg ·Sister·Thanks for being such a crazy 
partner in crime! When are we going to leave 
'Jur mark all along the watch tower! The plants 
all'! waiting for you so come back soon I neecl 
to dance to the doors soon! Take it easy baby. 
Gypsy Lady 
. Hi Marilyn. Wan no go J-D-ing? What fun it 
is. Thanx you for being a friend! Your the best 
P.P. always and with a smile. Je t'aime to my 
buddy. We have so much fun cuz we know hoe 
to laugh and smile. Love, Tril 
Hi Babycakes. Your Special'. I want you to 
know that I love you! always and with a slJ'lile, 
. Love Ya, Patti 
"MeatmanH·congratulations on your new job. 
did you have the same kind of interview as you 
did before? It's no wonder they want you at 
Sutera's. Who could refuse such a ham! Not Il 
Love you. Unemployed. 
L.R. I want to thank you for inviting us to 
B.S.C. and making us feel at home.Vou were 
great to work with! Security and ushers were 
great also. I can't wait for dinner at your place. 
I'll bring the wine. Love, the Stompers 
